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Module Objectives

Participants will become familiar with:
• Purpose and benefits of Functional Outcomes 
• Characteristics and development process
• Analytical Perspectives 
 Risk-Informed Approach and Risk-Oriented Perspective  
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Strategic 
Goals

Functional 
Outcomes Capabilities



What are Functional Outcomes?

Functional outcomes provide specific, 
measurable, and actionable descriptions of the 

strategic goals of the detection architecture. 
They establish the foundation for identifying the 

necessary capabilities.
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What activities need to be accomplished to 
achieve the strategic goals?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“While goals are broad descriptions of the desired end state for the detection architecture and/or response framework, functional outcomes are specific activities that need to be performed in order to achieve these goals. Functional outcomes are derived from established goals and/or national mandates…” and are more detailed than the architecture goals they support.Functional Outcomes reflect national priorities and are risk informed.



Functional Outcome Purpose and Benefits

Functional outcomes work to:
• Articulate activities necessary to achieve the strategic 

goals
– The “how”

• Generate acceptance among stakeholders by providing 
detail and clarity about the architecture’s purpose
– The “why”

• Provide a common understanding of the direction for 
the detection architecture development

• Establish a foundation to coordinate capabilities
• Provide specific guidance to the detection architecture 

design team
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Functional outcomes help:Articulate the activities necessary to achieve the goals established in the detection strategy Generate buy-in among stakeholders by providing detail and clarity about the architecture’s purpose, as well as a basis for consistency in architecture design Provide a common understanding of the direction for architecture development, which enablesOrganization of roles and responsibilities related to nuclear detection Creation of procedures for communication and cooperation among organizations Identification of evaluation metrics Establish a foundation for coordinated asset and capability acquisition to avoid redundancy Provide specific guidance for the architecture design team to effectively identify and integrate nuclear detection capabilities and resources to achieve the detection strategy 



Functional Outcome Characteristics 

• Detection architecture strategic goals are very 
broad descriptions of the desired end-state
– Not enough detail for a Design Plan!

• Functional outcomes are the specific activities 
that the NSDA must perform to achieve the 
strategic goals
– Must reflect current national priorities and the 

risk assessment
• Functional outcomes should describe all the 

activities needed to achieve the strategic goals
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Functional Outcome: Establish 
information sharing arrangements with 
other regional regulatory bodies related 
to lost, missing or stolen material  

Functional Outcome: Establish a risk-
based screening of inbound and 
outbound traffic at designated points of 
entry/exit 

Functional Outcome: Monitor the 
border area with routine law 
enforcement patrols

Functional Outcome: Establish a 
nuclear security search and secure team 
that can be deployed based on 
information alerts or instrument alarms

Strategic Goal
Detect nuclear and other 

radioactive material out of 
regulatory control

Do these functional 
outcomes address all of 

our needs? 

Functional Outcomes Example 
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Strategic Goal Detect 
nuclear and other 

radioactive material 
out of regulatory 

control

Functional Outcome 1: Establish information sharing 
arrangements with other regional regulatory bodies 
related to lost, missing or stolen material  

Functional Outcome 2: Establish a risk-based screening 
of inbound and outbound traffic at designated points of 
entry/exit 

Functional Outcome 3: Monitor the border area with 
routine law enforcement patrols

Functional Outcome 4: Establish a nuclear security 
search and secure team that can be deployed based on 
information alerts or instrument alarms

Functional Outcome 5: Establish information reporting 
requirements for licensees when material is lost or 
stolen 

Functional Outcome 6: Monitor established strategic 
locations for the presence of nuclear and other 
radioactive material 

Functional Outcome 7: Provide 24/7 technical support 
for radiation detector network and or alert/alarm 
adjudication 

Functional 
Outcomes Example 

Systematically addresses 
what you might need to 
accomplish for each 
strategic goal 
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Functional Outcome Development

• There are many different ways to develop 
functional outcomes. 

• Using different analytical perspectives can 
help develop functional outcomes by:
– Providing an organizing structure for key concepts, 

assumptions, and expectations relevant to the                 
nuclear security detection architecture

– Providing a practical method of incorporating a 
variety of viewpoints of risk-related topics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Perspectives are systems for considering and prioritizing nuclear security activities in order to facilitate the development of functional outcomes.” (NST042)



Analytical Perspectives
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Functional outcomes can be developed by considering several 
different perspectives that address different aspects of 

detection architecture functions. 

Chronological: Organizes nuclear detection 
architecture activities based on a time 

progression through a detection sequence. 

Geographical: Considers the pathway an 
adversary might follow and opportunities to 

stop, delay, or deter at each geographical 
layer.

Threat: Focuses on targeting the progression 
of actions of an adversary in committing a 

criminal act involving nuclear or other 
radioactive material.

Risk-Oriented: Considers the threats of 
concern, the related vulnerabilities, and the 

potential consequences. 

This chart shows how different perspectives may be used to develop functional 
outcomes; in practice, a combination of perspectives may be used to develop a 

comprehensive and robust set of functional outcomes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perspectives = framing the issue



Risk - Oriented: Considers the threats of 
concern, the related vulnerabilities, and the 

potential consequences. 

Risk-Oriented Perspective
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The risk-oriented perspective is the preferred approach of 
IAEA’s NSS-20 as it incorporates information related to 
threats, vulnerabilities, and potential consequences.

Chronological: Organizes nuclear detection 
architecture activities based on a time 

progression through a detection sequence. 

Geographical: Considers the pathway an 
adversary might follow and opportunities to 

stop, delay, or deter at each geographical 
layer.

Threat: Focuses on targeting the progression 
of actions of an adversary in committing a 

criminal act involving nuclear or other 
radioactive material.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSS-20: Objectives and Essential Elements of a State’s Nuclear Security Regime, Nuclear Security Fundamentals, IAEA Nuclear Security Series No. 20



NSS-20: Use of a Risk Informed Approach

A risk informed approach takes into account:
• Assessment of nuclear security threats, both 

internal and external
• Vulnerability of identified targets to nuclear 

security threats
• Characteristics of the nuclear material, other 

radioactive material, associated facilities and 
associated activities

• Consequences from criminal or intentional 
unauthorized     acts that have an adverse impact 
on nuclear security
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nuclear security regime uses risk informed approaches, including the allocation of resources for nuclear security systems and nuclear security measures and in the conduct of nuclear security related activities that are based on a graded approach and defense in depth, which take into account the following…



Risk-Oriented Perspective

Questions to guide functional outcome development:
• Are there nuclear security systems and measures that 

are robust against a wide range of threats?
• Which nuclear or other radioactive materials (including 

type, quantity, and form) or devices constitute a 
concern?

• Are there nuclear security systems and measures that 
are effective in detecting particular devices or 
materials of concern?

• Are there device components of concern that can be 
detected that are not composed of nuclear and other 
radioactive materials?
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Risk-Oriented Perspective

Questions (continued):
• Are there indications that some potential adversary 

routes  to and from potential targets (pathways) or 
nuclear security systems and measures may be 
particularly vulnerable to adversary exploitation? 

• Have specific pathways been targeted for other forms 
of  illicit trafficking, for example, trafficking of drugs?

• What are the potential consequences to be considered   
when designing the detection architecture, and what 
are their type and severity? Which measures can be 
used to prevent, respond to, or mitigate these 
consequences?
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Review Functional Outcomes
Functional outcomes should be: 
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Goal Oriented: 
Have a clear link 
to one (or more) 

of the NSDA 
strategic goals

Sufficient:
Be detailed 
enough to 

provide guidance 
for the NSDA 

design while still 
providing 

flexibility in 
defining systems 

to implement

Time-Bound:
Emphasize the 
importance of 
grounding the 

functional 
outcome within 
a set timeframe

Assessable:
Be clear as to 
how progress 

can be 
measured or 

evaluated

Planners should also consider reviewing the complete set of 
functional outcomes to ensure they are:

• Comprehensive: describe all activities required to              
achieve or make progress toward the strategic goals

• Unique: minimize duplication if possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference: Reference: NST-42, 3.2 Review Functional Outcomes, p.15Goal Oriented: Each functional outcome should have a clear link to one or more architecture goals and/or legislative or regulatory mandate. �Establishing clear links enables personnel assigned to the design step to understand the impact of each functional outcome on the achievement of the goals of the detection architecture. Sufficient: Functional outcomes should be detailed enough to provide sufficient guidance for the personnel carrying out the design step, but not so detailed that they dictate the specifics of implementation of the operational constraints.The functional outcomes should provide the needed flexibility for the designers of the detection architecture to consider multiple solutions.Time-bound: Functional outcomes should be achieved within a specified timeframe.A clearly defined timeframe for accomplishing the outcome helps the planning team to focus their efforts on an architecture design that can be planned for and implemented within the designated timeframe.Assessable: A clear link to evaluation metrics for assessing the execution of the functional outcomes.These metrics should generally consist of either direct or proxy criteria for assessing performance.



Strategic Goal or Functional Outcome?

Maintain Centralia’s reputation as a secure trade partner 
by preventing illicit shipments of nuclear and other 

radioactive material out of regulatory control.
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Scan incoming and outgoing vehicles, persons, and cargo at 
official points of entry/exit for nuclear and other radioactive 

material out of regulatory control.

Strategic Goal

Functional Outcome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants which one is the goal and which one is the functional outcome.



Strategic Goal or Functional Outcome?

Protect the safety and security of Centralia’s citizens by detecting 
nuclear and other radioactive material out of regulatory control before 

it can be used for malicious purposes.
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Implement strong regulatory requirements governing the 
production, use, transport, storage, and final disposition of 

nuclear and other radioactive material.

Strategic Goal

Functional Outcome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants which one is the goal and which one is the functional outcome.



Strategic Goal or Functional Outcome?

Exchange threat information with regional and 
international partners through negotiated 

agreements and designated points of contact. 
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Develop a robust technical support capability through 
integration of existing expertise and resources in the 

government, academic, and private sectors.
Functional Outcome 

Functional Outcome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants which one is the goal and which one is the functional outcome.



Summary

• Functional Outcomes help decompose broad strategic 
goals into actionable tasks and establish the foundation 
for identifying needed capabilities (next step).  

• It is important to utilize different analytical approaches 
when developing functional outcomes.

• Functional outcomes should be reviewed individually 
and as a set to provide insights regarding the 
completeness of the detection architecture. 
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Module 6 Exercise

Develop Centralia’s Functional Outcomes
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Breakout groups will develop 
three functional outcomes for 
each strategic goal identified in 
the Module 5 Exercise session.

Document the functional 
outcomes on both your poster 
and in the Excel Spreadsheet 
(provided). 

Time: 105 minutes

ScoreStrategic Goal Functional Outcome Capabilities



QUESTIONS?
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